
 

  

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

Greenfield Transformation Planning –  

A case for an integrated approach 

In a typical access planning process, planning for current greenfield deployments and future transformation of these 

greenfield areas is mostly ignored - leaving a gap in long-term strategic planning. This blog introduces how to close the gap. 

Luc Absillis 
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As a cable operator, do you 

plan your greenfield expansion 

standalone or integrated with 

your network transformation 

plan? 

What is the problem? 

Longer term greenfield expansion is 

a crystal ball exercise. Not knowing 

the details, operators tend to plan 

for the high-level greenfield build-

out cost as a stand-alone budget 

item ignoring the impact on the 

overall network transformation 

plan.  

Key Takeaways 

▪ Greenfield footprint becomes 

brownfield and needs to evolve 

overtime 

▪ Greenfield initial technology 

selection has a big impact on 

future transformation needs 

▪ To create a complete long-term 

enterprise level network 

transformation plan, greenfield 

transformation needs to be 

considered 

What? Greenfield planning? 

You, as a Telecom operator, know that you will expand your network over time by covering 

new neighborhoods in your footprint or expand into all together new areas all together. 

Planning for network expansion is even more daunting task than creating your brownfield 

network transformation plan.  

The only information typically at your disposal is a high-level prediction of number of new 

homes passed in a broad geographical area over time without any details. As a result, 

operators tend to include a high-level budget plan for yearly greenfield buildouts as a 

standalone budget item in their long-term plan. 

Stating the obvious, once a greenfield area is buildout and made operational, it becomes 

part of the network and will need to evolve over time just like any other part of the 

network. In most planning cycles this truth is simply ignored raising questions such as: 

Where is the budget for greenfield evolution? What is the long-term impact of initial 

greenfield deployment model and technology? Will I have the resources to handle 

greenfield and brownfield? 

Should I do integrated or standalone greenfield planning? 

Ignoring greenfield transformation leaves a big gap in any long-term strategic plan. At a 

minimum, for all the forecasted greenfield a best effort network architectures and long-

term network transformation plan should be created. Doing so will enable you to:  

- Create a complete view of the greenfield impact on the overall budget and 

resource plan, 

- Compare and contrast the long-term impact of different greenfield deployment 

architecture and technology selections, and 

- Plan for greenfield consistently with future strategic direction 

While greenfield transformation planning mitigates the planning gap, looking at all the 

future greenfield deployments as stand-alone networks is unrealistic, needlessly complex 

and suboptimal. As mentioned before, once a greenfield area is completely buildout it 

effectively becomes part of the brownfield network and should be treated that way. 

Logically it makes sense to incorporate the greenfield transformation in the brownfield 

network transformation plan. This approach is not only more realistic but will result in 

additional benefits, such as: 

- Comprehensive cost and resource view over the current and future networks 

- Consistent network transformation strategy across footprint, and  

- Synergies across the footprint 
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We don’t have greenfield details. How can we define transformation plan?  

Yes, greenfield forecasting is a crystal ball exercise! Going further out in time the only forecast information available is 
the number of homes added for a certain area. With all the information we have on the brownfield network it is still a 
daunting task to create a solid network transformation plan, so how are we to do this for a completely unknown future 
greenfield network. 

Unknown is the key word here. If you think about is this future network 
really that unknown. Looking at are current network there are only a 
handful of fundamentally different urban morphologies served (e.g. rural 
remote, rural, urban, urban downtown). For each of the morphologies 
we have a solid grasp on all the key network parameters and how 
different network architectures and technologies can be used. Given 
that knowledge it is relatively straightforward to turn homes passed 
number for a defined area into a fictional but realistic node level network 
architecture. 

Once this hurdle is passed we can reuse all the techniques and tools we 
developed from brownfield transformation planning to create the 
greenfield transformation plan. But why stop there? Surely if we are 

using the same tools and techniques, we should combine all greenfield and brownfield transformation plan into a single 
effort.  

To that extend is our firm belief that brownfield network transformation planning tools should be extended to 
incorporate scheduled topology scope extensions to enable integrated greenfield network transformation planning.  

Our Recommendation 

Greenfield transformation planning is too fundamental of a problem to ignore. We firmly believe that the best approach 
is to integrate brownfield and greenfield network transformation planning. From our experience, in creating network 
transformation plans, we are convinced that we can create realistic greenfield network models that can be used as input 
to brownfield transformation tools.   The next and final step is to enhance the planning tools to accommodate greenfield 
expansion.  

 


